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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X denote either R* or Z”, n > I, and .c# the Bore1 u-algebra of subsets 
of X. Suppose that initially particles are distributed in X according to some 
point process (i.e., random counting measure) A, . Subsequently the particles 
are assumed to be translated independently according to stochastic processes 
isomorphic to a fixed stochastic process {Yt}. Set A,(B), B ~a, equal to the 
number of particles in B at time t. A natural question that arises is, what is 
the relationship between the point processes A, and A, ? In particular when 
is it true that A, is distribution invariant under all random translations (i.e., 
A, has the same distribution as A,, for all t and for all translations {Yt}) ? 
Modifications of results in [2] and [3] yield the following fact. If A, is a 
Poisson process with parameter h, then so is the process A, for all t and all 
translations { Yt}. This fact and some alterations of results in [4] show that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for A,, to be distribution invariant under 
all random translations is that it be a mixed Poisson process, that is, there is a 
positive random variable n such that for each m E JV and each sequence 
B 1 ,..., B, of bounded, pairwise disjoint, sets in a, 
for any choice of nonnegative integers k, ,..., K, . Here 1 B / denotes counting 
measure or Lebesgue measure according as X = Zn or X = R”. 
Since the only point processes which are distribution invariant under all 
random translations are the mixed Poisson processes, it is natural to ask what 
other invariance properties are available and what initial point processes have 
such properties under all random translations. 
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A large and useful class of initial point processes are the stationary ones 
and consequently we will consider in this paper the effect of random tranela- 
tions on strictly stationary and covariance stationary point processes. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let G be a second-countable, locally compact abelian group. Let 9 denote 
the Bore1 u-algebra of subsets of G, V the class of relatively compact BoreI 
sets, and p any fixed Haar measure on (G, 99). The assumptions above imply 
that G is u-compact so that the measure space (G, k#, PC> is u-finite. 
A stochastic process {Z(B); B ES~} is called strictly stationary if for each 
m E JV and Bl ,..., B, E.@, the multivariate distribution of the random 
variables Z(B, + x),..., Z(B, + x) is independent of x (x E G). A process 
(Z(B); B EB} will be called a second-order process if .EZ(B)p < CO for 
B E V. If {Z(B); B ~9?} is a second-order stochastic process then it will be 
called cowariunce stationary if for each x E G the process {Z(B + x); B E VI 
has the same mean and covariance functions as {Z(B); B E V}. In other 
words, if for fixed B, C E V, EZ(B + x) and E[Z(B + x) Z(C + x)] are 
independent of x E G. 
We will employ the following notation: .N denotes the positive integers, 
the time parameter set T is either {1,2,...} or (0, co), and 1, is the function 
such that lB(x) = 1 if x E B and =0 if x $ B. 
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Suppose that at time zero there are A,,(B) particles at B E ~49 where 
{A,(B); B ~33’} is a second-order point process. Set p,(dx) = EA,(dx). 
Assume the particles are then translated independently according to stochastia 
processes with the same distribution as a fixed stochastic process Yt , t E T. 
More precisely assume for each k E .N that Ykt , t E T is a stochastic process 
with the same distribution as Yt , t E T and that these processes are inde- 
pendent. Moreover, we assume that the processes A, and { Ykt}t , k E JV are 
independent. If the positions of the particles at time zero are given by the 
random variables {X,} then the random variable defined by X,, = X, + Ykt 
represents the position at time t of the kth’ particle. 
The distribution of Yt is denoted by vt and, as in the introduction, A, 
represents the distribution of particles at time t, 
Our first result shows that covariance stationary point processes remain 
covariance stationary under arbitrary random translations. As pointed out 
previously, distribution invariance does not necessarily hold. 
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THEOREM 1. suppose (A,(B): B E @} is a covariance stationary point 
process and that the particles originally distributed throughout G are translated 
independently according to stochastic processes tihose distributions are the same as 
a $xed stochastic process Y, , t E T. Then, for each t E T, the point process 
(A,(B); B E ,B} is covariance stationary. 
We have the following strengthening of Theorem 1 in the case where the 
initial point process is strictly stationary. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose {A,(B);B EB) is strictly stationary and suppose the 
particles are translated independently according to stochastic processes whose 
distributions are the same as that of a jixed stochastic process Y, , t E T. Then, 
for each t E T, the point process (A,(B); B ES] is strictly stationary. 
We now specialize to the case where G is Rn or 27. For m EN, define 
A,,, = {x = (x1 )...) x,) E G: -m < xj < m, 1 <j <n} 
andsetA=:A,. Haar measure /” on G is chosen so that p(A) = 2”. 
Our next result is a law of large numbers for covariance stationary point 
processes. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose {A(B); B E a} is a covariance stationary point 
process. Then there is a random variable A such that 
We will call A the parameter variable of the point process (A(B); B ~g}. 
As we have seen in Theorem 1, if the initial point process {A,(B); B EL@‘) 
is covariance stationary then so are the processes (A,(B); B ~g’) for all t E T. 
The following question now arises. What is the relationship between the 
initial stationary point process and subsequent ones ? Since distribution 
invariance fails, in general, the optimal result would be that the parameter 
variables of the subsequent processes are the same as that of the initial process. 
As the next result shows this is in fact the case. 
So, let {A,(B); B EL%}, t E T u {0} be the point processes corresponding to 
the distribution of particles throughout time. Also, denote by A, the param- 
eter variable of the A, process. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose {A,(B); B ~39) is covariance stationary and let the 
notation be as above. Then for each t E T, A, = A, with probability one. In 
particular if A, is ergodic then so is At for each t E T. 
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4. PROOFS 
To prove Theorem 1 we use the technique of generating functions. For 
x E G, t E: T, and B E V let A,,(B) denote the number of particles in B at 
time t which were at x at time zero. Then for t E T, m EM, and disjoint 
4 , B, ,..., B, E V we have 
where 
{xk: k E dv-> = {x: A,(x) > O}, 
Now 
and consequently 
To accomplish the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For XEG, te T, and B, CE%, 
(2) 
and this common vabe is bounded by [EA,(B)2 EAO(C)2]1/2. 
Proof. Using Fubini’s theorem and the covariance stationarity of A, 
gives, 
E [s, v,(B - Y + x> A,(dy) /o Q(C - z + ~1 ALI( 
z.z 
Sf 
E[A,(B - y + 4 &CC - .z + 41 &W 4W 
GG 
GG 
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From Schwarz’s inequality and covariance stationarity it follows that this 
last term is bounded by [EA,(B)2 EAO(C)2]1~2. 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Let B, C E V be disjoint 
and t E T, x E G. Then according to (l), 
E(s, A@+z)~tt(C+e)) = E [exp s, log[l + (sr - 1) ~~(3 - Y -I- x) 
(3) 
For convenience we set h(s, , s2 , w) equal to the expression inside the expecta- 
tion in the term on the right-hand side of the above equation, where w 
indicates the variable being integrated. 
Using a theorem due to Fubini on the differentiation of sums of monotone 
functions (see [5, p. 2671) we conclude that for $ < si < 1, 
‘t(B - Xk + x) 
[l + (sl - l) @ - xk + x, + (s2 - 1) “t(c - xk + x)] 
Here the xk’s are as before. Now, since 
E 
U G Q(B - Y + 4 Addy)] = POW < 00 
a standard integration theorem (see, e.g. [l, Corollary 5.91) implies that 
$ E(h(s, , s2 , w)) = E (Y& 6 3 s2 3 w)) 
1 
and setting s1 = s2 = 1 in (4) gives 
EA,(B + x> = E [Jo vt(B - Y + 4 A@Y)] = EAoW (5) 
409/4w-8 
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Next we calculate E[A,(B + X) A,(C + x)]. Using arguments in (4) along 
with (4) we obtain the following equality 
* I[ iI AO(Xk) 
%(B - Xk + x) 
[l + ($1 - 1) %(B - xk + x) + (s2 - 1) %(c - xk + %)I I 
* 1 jl Ao(xFJ [l + (s, - 1) “@ - z$-,+;y+<;)- 1) V$(C - Xk + *)j 
Some calculations now show that 
uniformly in s, and s, where 
#(w) = 4 J‘, v,(B - Y + 4 A,@‘Y) s, +(C - z + 4 AoW) 
+ 4 s, 0 - Y + 4 A,@Y). 
Because of Lemma 1, (cl(w) is integrable, and consequently, 
SE%& MS, , ~2 , w) = E 2 1 [ & WI 9 $2 ,4] * 
The covariance stationarity and (6) along with sr = s2 = 1 yield after some 
computations the formula 
- 
I +(B - 4 %(C - 4 Po(W. (7) G 
Similar arguments are used to calculate EA,(B + x)s. We conclude that 
EA,(B + 4” = s,IG E[Ao(B - Y> A,@ - 41 GY) GW 
- G MB - 41” PO@4 + POW f (8) 
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It now follows from (5), (7), and (8) that the process A,(.) is covariance 
stationary. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Next we prove that strict stationarity is preserved under arbitrary random 
translations. In order to accomplish this the following fact is required. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A,(.) is strictly stationary and for x E G, define A,“( .) 
by A,“(B) = A,(x -+ B), B ~g. Then for any @-measurable function 
3: G -+ [O, CO), the random variables 
.c G f(z) Ad4 and 1 f(s) Aoz(dz) G 
have the same distribution. 
Proof. Take (f,J t o b e a sequence of nonnegative simple functions with 
compact support such that fn ,T f on G. By the strict stationarity of A,( .) the 
random variables 
.r Gfn(z) 4@4 and s Gf&) AoYW 
have the same distribution. The result now follows by the monotone con- 
vergence theorem. 
To prove Theorem 2 we need to show that for m E N, x E G, t E T and for 
B r ,..., B, E %Y, the random vectors (A,(& + x) ,..., A,(B, + x)) and 
GW%v JWLJ) h ave the same distribution. Without loss of generality 
we can assume the Bi’s are pairwise disjoint. Using (1) we have, 
Because A,(.) is strictly stationary we can apply Lemma 2 to obtain 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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We now proceed with the verification of Theorem 3. The proof is given 
for Rn, that for 2.” being similar. Define 
x, = A(k + U); kE.P (9) 
where 
u = {x = (x1 )..., x,)~R”:O<x~<l,l <j<nn>. 
Since A is covariance stationary so is X, , k E 2”. 
Now, let r, denote the set of points k E 2” such that k + UC A,,, . By 
the ergodic theorem for sums of covariance stationary random variables there 
is a random variable A such that 
But since A is a random measure and A, is the disjoint union of the sets 
k+ U,kEI’,wehave 
&,cp xk* 
m  
(11) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is accomplished by establishing three lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Assume (A,(B); B ESY} is a covariance stationary point process 
and let the notation be as before. Then for each t E T, 
1 
s P&J G 
&La - x) A,(dx) -% A, . 
Proof. Using Schwarz’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem we obtain, after 
some lengthy calculations, the following inequality. 
s G @La - LY) A,(dx) - A,,]’ 
(12) < III 11 E A&L- 4 G I &‘m) - A, jr]“’ v,(ds)]‘. 
Next notice that 
II 44n - 44&) - 4, II2 < II 4,(Am)l~(Am)ll2 + II 4 112 . 
By Theorem 3, Ao(A,)/p(Am) + A, in L2 so that 
sup II AoMJ~(&)lls < ~0. 
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Hence it follows that 
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sup sup 
XEG m 
Consequently, by bounded convergence and Theorem 3 we can deduce that 
s II A,(*, - 4 _ A 0 G ~(4 il 2 4w - 0 
as m ---f co. The lemma is now proved because of (12). 
LEMMA 4. Let the notation and assumptions be as before. Then f&r each 
t E T, EA,A, = EAo2. 
Proof. Let t E T be fixed but arbitrary. By Theorem 3, for s = 0 and 
s = t, 
&4&4*m) -% 4; m-t co. (13) 
Hence, 
E&A, = lim - ’ E[~o(*m) 4*vJl. 
m-+m &M2 (14) 
Arguments similar to previous ones yield 
qsfo(4JspL)) 
= E (s~“~’ exp lG log[l + (sa - 1) vt(A,. - x)] Adds)) . 
Set g(sI , sa , w) equal to the expression inside the expectation on the right- 
hand side of the above equality. The techniques of the proof of Theorem 1 
show that 
= E A,(*,,) s,A,f‘+l . j &L - 4 
G 1 +(%-1)%&-X) 
* exp s G log[l +(s2 - 1) &L - 414&)] .
Using this and (14) we conclude that 
EAJ, = ;i E [‘a . & s, u,(A, - x) A,(dc)] = EAo2 
where the last equality is justified by (13) and Lemma 3. 
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LEMMA 5. Let the notation and assumptions be as above. Then for each 
t E T, E/J2 = E&. 
Proof. From (13) it follows that 
EAt2 = lim - ’ EA&l,,J2. 
m-+m Cl&J2 
Now, by W 
As a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3 we have 
Also, since EL,, is translation invariant there is a constant k such that p,, = kp 
and hence 
as m-+ co. 
Finally, it is clear that pO(A,,J/p(A,,J2 -+ 0 as m + co. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 5. 
With Lemmas 3 through 5 proved, the validity of Theorem 4 is now 
evident. 
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